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(a) Eight major steps in any practical system identification study are known as

system identification procedure. Construct a suitable flow chart diagram

that shows the flow of the procedure.

[8 marks]

(b) Based on general linear polynomial model equation below, describe how

you derive Autoregressive with exogenous terms (ARX), Autoregressive

moving average with exogenous terms (ARMAX), Output enor (OE) and

Box Jenkins (BJ) model.
,-" B(z) u&\+C(r) "(*\A(z)v(k) = 
-r(r) D(z)

A(z) Y(k) =!9- uG - fi + g? e@)
F(z) D(z)

[12 marksl

(c) The main objective of system identification is to obtain a parsimonious

model that adequately representing the system. Describe the word

parsimonious.

[5 marksl
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(a) The autocorrelation function or ACF of a signal x(t) is given the symbol

e*(r) and is defined as

(b)

rT
I|.g-(r) = lim - lx(r).x(t +r)dt

,+ozI l r

or
r l

e*(r)= lim * l r(r - r).x(t)dt
, -+- 2I "T

If x(t): Asin(ort+O) where A = amplitude, o): frequency and 0 = phase

Prove that g*(r)=4 
"o16

[8 marksl

The cross correlation function or CCF of nvo signals x(t) and y(t) is given
bv

rT
9-@) = lim - lx(t).v(t +r)dt.  t -_"1 l r

or
IT,

o,G) = I\; ! tQ).x{t + t)dt

From the definition above, why the CCf i, not an even function?

[8 marksl
(c) Figure Q2 shows a dynamic testing identification using correlation

techniques where x(t) : input, c(t) = output, n(t) = noise disturbance and
y(t) : output plus noise. By assuming that the noise disturbance is not

correlated with the test input signal, prove that grr(t) : g*"(r).

[9 marksl

Y(s)
N(s)

Figure Q2 : Single input single output system with noise
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(a) A pseudo random binary sequence has a length of 15 bits, a bit interval of

0.2s and voltage levels of + 5 V.

(i) Draw the schematic block diagram and show the feedback

configuration to generate the PRBS signal.

[2 marksl
(ii) Show the truth table of the PRBS signal to support your answer in

(i).

[4 marksl
(iii) Sketch the graph of PRBS autocorrelation function against time and

PRBS power spectral density against frequency. Label and

- comments your graph.

[4 marksl
(iv) Investigate whether the three properties of randomness i.e. balance

property, run property and correlation property had been fulfill

when you applied to the full PRBS 15 bit sequence.

[5 marksl

(b) An experiment to determine the transfer function of a particular control

system element by the cross colrelation method using a 127 bit PRBS

produced the results plotted in Figure Q3 (b). The vertical axis is

calibrated in voif. The static gain of the plant was measured separately as

5.0 units. The graph has zero crossing at delay of 0.51 s and 1.05 s, giving

two almost equal half-cycles averaging 0.52 s. The height of the l$

positive peak is 19 V2 and the depth of the I't negative peak is -3 V2.

(i). Determine the transfer function.

[8 marksl
(ii). What were the amplitude and bit interval of the PRBS signal ?

[2 marksl
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Figure Q3(b): Cross-correlation input and output system
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Q4. (a) A system is describe by the model

hr-lx(k) = 3u(k)l+az '

y(k)=x(k)+n(k)

where u (k): measured input sequences
y(k) : measured output sequences
n(k): zero mean discrete white noise sequences

Using the data sequences in Table Q4, determine.

(i) A simple least squares estimate of the unknown parameters (arb).

[10 marksl
(ii) Estimates the parameters a and b after one step of a generalized least

squares procedure with yFlo;=29.97 and zFloy= -1.82 where u'(0)

and yF10; represent the initial values of the filtered input and output

sequences respectively.

[15 marksl

Table Q4: Data sequence
k I 2 a

J 4

u(k) - l I I
y(k) -16 0 9 3
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Q5. Hot air blower system shown in Figure Q5a is under test of system identification
to obtain the mathematical model based on input and output measurement.

Figure Q5a: Hot air blower system under investigation
The input of the system is PRBS signal in Watt and the output of the system is
temperature signal in degree Celcius before preprocess procedure as shown in Figure e5b
and after preprocess procedure as shown in Figure e5c.

nm(Sd.)

f t I21
nm(Sdl

Figure Q5b: Input and ouput data plot before preprocess procedure
Tompr.rlure

Time (S.cond6)

Figure Q5c: Input and ouput data plot after preprocess procedure
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The length of data captured during experiment is 1000 and the sampling time is 80ms. A
third order ARX 331 and fourth order ARX 441type difference equation model has been
selected as linear parametric model structure for the system. The measured and simulated
model output based on ARX 331 with best fit and ARX 441 with best fit 91.8% is shown
in Figure Q5d and Figure Q5e. The model residuals based on ACF and CCF is shown in
Figure Q5f.

Figure QSd: Measured & simulated model output based on ARX331 with best fit 90.85%

nm
o

Figure QSe: Measured & simulated model output based on ARX441 with best frtgl.&yo

-15-t0506t015D

Co.r ffbfgnhdcrgr TgFde nb

s{5{0"a"**5lo

Figure QSf: Model residuals for ARX331

q1

and ARX441 model
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The discrete time polynomial model for ARX33l is given by,

A(z) = 1 - l.63lz-t + 0.86362-2 - 0.14982-3

B(z) = 9.9619272-t +0.0015442-2 +0.07132 3

Loss _ Function = 0.00253816
FPE = 0.00259908

The discrete time polynomial model for ARX44l is given by,

A(z) = 1- 1 . I 082-r + 0.07 879 z-2 + 0.2142-3 - 0.05 | 57 za
B(z) = 6.9911lz-r +0.0030942-2 +0.063042-3 +0.053332-a
Los s _ Funct i on = 0.001 5 41 37
FPE = 0.00159069

(a). Describe the basic components of the hot air blower system using block diagram.

[4 marksl
(b). Describe the preprocess procedure in system identification that produce Figure Q5c
from Figure Q5b.

[2 marksl
(c). Give your observation based on the measured and simulated model output shown in
Figure Q5d and Figure Q5e.

[2 marksl
(d). What is the discrete transfer function for ARX33l and ARX 441 model based on the
polynomial above.

rand^*;t,XfJ
using linear graph. Comment your plot.

[10 marksl
(0. Why the value of Autocorrelation of residuals at time delay zero is not available as
shown in Figure Q5f.

[3 marksl
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Q6. An industrial hydraulic actuator system shown in Figure Q6a is under test of system
identification system to obtain the mathematical model based on input and output
measurement.

Figure Q6a: An industrial hydraulic actuator system

The input of the system is a Sine signal in Volt and the output of the system is the
displacement in mm as shown in Figure Q6b and Figure Q6c. The length of data taken
during experiment is 1200. Three sets of data were captured as listed below,
(i). Data for ModelA sampling at 45 ms
(ii). Data for Model B sampling at 50 ms
(iii). Data for Model C sampling at 55 ms

€
E
H
I
6

Figure Q6b: System input signal

Figure Q6c: Output system signal
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A third order ARX33l type difference equation model has been selected as linear

parametric model structure for the system. The measured and simulated plant output

model is shown in Figure Q6d.

Tln. g.pr

Figure Q6d: Measured and simulated model output

t

(a). If input signal to the plant is generated using three different frequencies as shown

below,

V,r(k) = cos 0.5trk + cos 2trk + cos5tsk
where L is the sampling time and k is the sequence number. When k:2, find the three
frequencies value for Model A, B and C.

[4.5 marksl
(b). Give three reasons why three different frequencies had been used for the input signal

test.

[3 marksl
(c). The plant model had been estimated using ARX33l model structure and least square

estimation method. As a result three discrete time model based on three different

sampling time are derived as shown below,

Model A with best fit 94.6Yo:
B"(t-t) _ 0.15762-l +0.11922-2 -0.066012-3
A"(r-') l-0.9912-t -0.19582-2 +0.18982-3

Model B with best fit 94.54%o:

o
na

6

H=
Model C with best fit 93.22Yo:

0.1 57 6 z-1 + 0.1 t92za - 0.0660 lz-3
| - 0.9912-t - 0.19582-2 + 0. 1 8982-3

0.129 2-t + 0.06435 2' - 0.0 1 1967 zaB"(z-') =
A"('- ') t-0.9357 z' -0.23152-2 +0.16762-3
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Determine the poles and zeroes value for each model.

[7.5 marks]

(d). Based on poles and zeroes value in part (c), plot the pole zero map with unit circle

using linear graph and give your comments based on stability and minimum/non-

minimum phase.

[10 marks]


